This is not a gap.

But 90% say it is. A recent GigaOM survey found 90% of security managers and CISOs believe their network visibility will never catch up to network complexity. Today, it is simply impossible to gain 100% visibility across your entire network. This is a gap, not a feature or a bug. And if you believe otherwise, then your company will be one of the unlucky 10%.

90% of organizations have a long way to go to reach full network visibility and security.

This is a gap.

Top six reasons for visibility gaps

Respondents believe difficulty today versus two years ago

- Network security operations are more complex...
  - More difficult to achieve visibility across entire network
  - Tighter IT governance rules
  - More kinds of cyber-threats & vulnerabilities
  - More network and security tech
  - More network traffic
  - More devices on the network

So the visibility gap remains wide

Visibility needs improvement:

- 67% could be better
- 25% excellent
- 8% limited
- 1% don't know

How can you close it?

- Improve communication between NetOps and SecOps
- Central command across all environments with a visibility platform
- Visibility into all processes and tools
- Isolation of applications for targeted inspection
- Visibility into encrypted traffic for threat detection
- Visibility into network traffic for security operations

What will you gain?

- greater value from security tools
-#line of applications for targeted inspection
- improved communication between NetOps and SecOps
- isolation of applications for targeted inspection
- visibility into encrypted traffic for threat detection

Get 20/20 vision into your network security.

Learn more about the GigaSECURE® Security Delivery Platform.


See what matters.™